Casa Lamberdina
Measures to prevent Coronavirus
infection
The priority at Casa Lamberdina has always been its guests and that is
why we will now, more than ever, pay attention to hygiene and cleaning
in order to offer our guests a safe stay. In order to minimise the risk of
infection of Coronavirus, we have taken a number of necessary steps, in
addition to the well known rules, such as keeping your distance, washing
your hands, wearing face masks and sneezing into your elbow.

Rooms






Disinfectant gel/solution, disposable wipes and rubbish bins with
pedal operated lids are available in every room;
If desired, masks can be purchased for €1.00;
Each room has its own entrance and the key will be in the door of
the room upon arrival. This is disinfected in advance and remains
with you, the guest until departure;
Extra pillows will not be available in the wardrobe in the bedroom,
but you can ask for them.

Room ventilation



The rooms are ventilated after each stay by opening the windows;
Daily and after each stay, surfaces, doorknobs etc are cleaned and
disinfected along with any surface that may have been touched by
hand. Every third day the entire room is cleaned.

Cleaning and disinfection




All plates, cutlery and glassware are washed and disinfected in the
dishwasher;
All room textiles (bed and bath linen) are washed at 60 degrees;
Towels and bath mats are changed daily as are the bags in the
pedal bin.

Air conditioning



The air conditioning system is checked and special attention is paid
to the cleaning of filters;
It is recommended to keep the air conditioning at an ambient
temperature between 23c and 26c so that there is sufficient
exchange.

Breakfast, dinner and accommodation






There is sufficient space outside for breakfast (and dinner if
desired);
Breakfast is served daily at separate tables between 08.30 and
10.30;
The tables are 2 metres apart as are the sun loungers by the pool;
General information brochures have been temporarily removed;
The toilet in the general area is closed, so you must use the toilet
in your room.

In addition to these measures, we personally recommend extreme
caution to reduce the risk of Covid-19.

Enjoy your stay!

